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WHY A JEWISH VEGETARIAN SOCIETY?
Because of the original food for man is ordered in Genesis 1:29, “Behold I give you
every herb-bearing seed and the fruit of every seed-bearing tree for you it shall be for
food”. Permission to kill and eat animals was only granted as a result of man’s evil and
was accompanied with a curse (Genesis 9:5).
Because 95% of all flesh foods are from factory farms and produced under conditions
which contravene the Torah. Learned authorities have stated that their Kashruth must be
considered as suspect.
Because nowhere in the Tenach is there a promise of flesh foods of any kind as a
reward for keeping the commandments. The promise is always the gift of produce of the
vines, the gardens and the fields.
Because cruelty is indivisible, the Covenant of Peace was applicable to man and all
creatures: to participate in the war against creation is incompatible with Judaism. We
work for the prophetic era. “When they shall no longer hurt nor destroy”.
Support the International Jewish Vegetarian Movement - a worldwide fellowship

The JVS is an International Movement and
Membership is open to everyone
Non-vegetarians who are sympathetic to our aims are invited to join as associate members.
There are two grades of Membership as follows:

A. Practising Vegetarians, i.e. those who refrain form eating the flesh of animals, fish and fowl.
B. Non-Vegetarians who are in sympathy with the Movement.

Annual Membership fee £10 ($15)
Family Membership £12 ($18)
Junior Membership £5 ($7.50)
Israel Membership $15 or Life Membership $250
Life Membership £150 ($250) of by 5 annual payments of £35 ($60)
Family Life Membership £250 ($400) - (Husband and Wife only) or by 5 annual payments of
£55 ($85)
To the Membership Secretary, 853/855 Finchley Road, London NW11 8LX, England.
Please state whether ‘A’ or ‘B’ (above)

Name (in full - clearly)										Tel. No.
Address (clearly)
Occupation												Fee enclosed £
Our membership fees are kept low in order that all can join without hardship. Your support therefore in
any of the following ways will be deeply appreciated. Please tick as necessary.

1. I would like to advance the Society’s work and enclose a donation of £ . . . . . . .
2. I would like to ‘Covenant’ my subscription by about 30%. Please send me a form (UK only).
3. I would like to help secure the future of the Movement by a legacy (large or small).
Please send me details of the necessary wording.

4. I would like to help in one of the many aspects of the Society’s work.

Please send me details.

The Jewish Vegetarian is published quarterly by The Jewish Vegetarian Society.
853/855 Finchley Road, London NW11 8LX, England. Subscription price is USA $15. Canada £15.
Please note: Periodicals Class postage paid at Rahway NJ.
Post master: Send address corrections to: The Jewish Vegetarian, c/o Mercury Airfreight International Ltd.,
365 Blair Road, Avenel, NJ 07001. USPS 001-377.
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MEMORIAL LECTURE
Third Annual Philip Pick Memorial Lecture
At JVS HQ, London, Sunday 3rd November 2002
By Julie Rosenfield
The Third Annual Philip Pick Memorial Lecture was held
on Sunday 3rd November 2002 at the JVS headquarters
in London. The lecture, held in memory of the greatlymissed founder and president of the JVS, the late Philip
Pick, was attended by over 35 people, including guests
of honour Minna Pick and Eli Pick.
Naomi Fellerman, the Chair of the JVS, made an
address of welcome. She then expressed her delight
at introducing the speaker for the afternoon, Mrs Bertha (Bee) Klug MBE, cofounder of the Wessex Healthy Living Foundation and founder and Honorary
Life President of the Anne Frank Trust.
Bee began her talk by explaining her interest in Anne Frank which later led
to her setting up the Anne Frank Education Trust.
Anne Frank had sadly perished in the concentration camps at the age of 15.
This called to Bee’s mind a “twin cousin” she had had who lived opposite her
when she was young and who was only three weeks apart in age from Bee.
The two girls were very close, went to cheder and drama classes together
and effectively lived their life as twins. The other girl sadly died at 15. Like
Anne, she had had dark brown eyes, dark hair, and the same vivaciousness
and liking for drama.
Later, on a visit to Amsterdam, Bee had visited Anne Frank’s house and the
annex above Otto Frank’s factory. The annex was designed for four people
to live in but eventually eight people lived there for two years.
Visiting the annex, in the days before it had become a museum, Bee felt as
though the eight people were still living there, particularly Anne. Her visit
inspired her to put pen to paper and write “The Ballad of Anne Frank” as
well as producing a painting called “The Spirit of Anne Frank”.
Later, Bee’s late husband met a friend, Zvi Schloss, whose wife, Eva, was the
daughter of Otto Frank’s second wife, Fritzi. Eva had actually gone to school
with Anne but their parents had not known one another. Eva’s husband told
Otto of Bee’s interest in Anne and a meeting was duly arranged at Bee’shome
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with Otto and his wife Fritzi, Eva and Zvi. They had been seventh generation
German Jews when Hitler came to power. No-one could have foreseen the
subsequent terrible events.
Bee explained that the obvious answer to prevent man’s inhumanity to man
was through education. She wanted at that time to do something educational
in Anne’s name. “How do we teach people not to hate? … We need to get
to know each other better then there would not be as much hatred”, she said.
Turning to another important area in her life, Bee told of a long-term health
problem she had experienced. She had had an operation which had gone
disastrously wrong and all the medical profession could do was to suggest
another operation to repair the damage. Altogether she ended up having
about 10 operations. She decided that there must be an alternative approach
to improving her health. As a result, she went down to Bournemouth to try
to get some more koach (life force). Whilst there, she was visited by a lady
who had also had a serious medical condition and who had tried something
called Nature Cure. Although unsure, Bee said she would have tried anything
as she felt that the life force was leaving her. Although she had a social life,
a business life and a charity life, she felt that she was alive but not living.
On Erev Rosh Hashanah, she made an appointment to see a naturopath in
Westbourne. She explained to him what had happened and through talking
to him discovered that there was “another world”. As she told the practitioner,
“You haven’t made me better yet but you have made me feel better.” He told
her she would have to change her thinking and her eating habits but he felt
she would have no trouble with this. “What you will find most difficult will
be those around you,” he warned. He recommended that Bee went on long
fasts. Although those around her did think she was meshugah (crazy), she
began to see the sense in it. Indeed, she began to see the light at the end of
the tunnel. Gradually she began to feel stronger. She later wrote a story of
her experiences called “To Hell and Back”.
Once she began to feel better, she felt filled with gratitude. She wanted to
tell other sick people about the treatment she’d benefited from but most of
them could not afford the fees. She then hit upon the idea of setting up an
organisation: a charity with all of the therapies under one roof for people with
limited funds. She realised that the only way it would be possible to do this
would be if the therapists would donate their time and work on a voluntary
basis. All the ones she approached agreed to do so.
Many people told her it could never be done. There was one lady, however,
5
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who was interested in Bee’s scheme. She was a doctor who had switched
to homeopathy when she realised the side effects of the drugs she was
prescribing. Along with Bee, she co-founded the Wessex Healthy Living
Foundation which opened its doors to the public in 1977 with four or five
voluntary practitioners. Bee recalls the events in another story called “A Peep
into the Past”. The year 2002 saw the Silver Jubilee of the organisation.
The Foundation now has 30 practitioners, each of whom gives their time
voluntarily to treat 130-150 patients a week.
In the Queen’s Birthday Honours recently, Bee was awarded an MBE medal.
She was very pleased to receive the award because it meant that the Wessex
Healthy Living Foundation had been recognised. She feels her real reward,
however, is when she goes to see the patients and sees how grateful they
are for the service.
Bee does not like the term “alternative medicine”. “It is complementary
medicine: we work with doctors”, she explained. Retired practitioners donate
their time to keep up their skills and those just starting out volunteer their time
to have people to practise on. She has gathered hundreds of testimonials from
grateful patients over the years and her reward, she feels, is reading these.
Despite all her work in setting up the Wessex Healthy Living Foundation, Bee
had not forgotten about Anne Frank. She received word that Rabbi Daniel
Sutendorp had a travelling exhibition on Anne Frank coming from Holland
which he wanted to bring to Bournemouth. Bee agreed to sponsor the exhibition,
which toured mainly non-Jewish schools, and was a “rip-roaring success”.
Later, she received a visit from three other people connected with the Anne
Frank house who wanted to start something in education. This meeting led
to the setting up of the Anne Frank Educational Trust which was launched in
the House of Commons in 1990.
When teaching young people not to hate, Bee explained that she did not
like the word “tolerance”. It was important to understand that: “The garden
has different flowers. There is nothing wrong in being different in colours
and beliefs”.
In 1995 the ‘Anne Frank – A History for Today Exhibition’ was shown in St
Pauls Cathedral and again in Southwark Cathedral a few years later. This
travelling exhibition, she explained, goes all over the United Kingdom. Often it
goes to areas where there are no Jews. The exhibition always needs volunteers
as guides and, at a recent showing, most of the guides were Muslim women.
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She explained that what she had done could not have been accomplished
just by saying “I wish”. Instead, she advised, “You pray as though everything
depended on G-d and you work as though everything depended on you.”
More recently, the Trust had gone into prisons where the reaction had been
amazing. The Trust had also recently launched a new programme to teach
schoolchildren about “moral courage”.
Bee felt that her work with the Wessex Healthy Living Foundation and the
Anne Frank Education Trust were in a sense very similar. Both showed that
there is another way and that people do not have to stick with their prejudices.
A lively question and answer session then ensued with Bee answering
questions on a range of topics which included health issues such as treating
hypertension, diabetes and migraine as well as expanding on the work of
the Anne Frank Education Trust.
On the question of vegetarianism – Bee is a founder member of the Jewish
Vegetarian Society - she explained that she had been a “mental vegetarian”
all her life. She could never eat fish or geese if she saw her father bring them
home. One day, her son who was studying at London University came home
with something important to tell her, “I have decided to become a vegetarian”,
he announced. “Oh good”, was Bee’s immediate reply, “I’m joining you.”
She felt that being vegetarian made her “feel right with myself”.
She always advises her patients to give up eating red meat. She knew that
the BSE/CJD crisis would happen as she realised that the cows were being
fed incorrectly. “My personal feeling is that we do not have the right to tell
people how to live their lives but we do have the right to ask how animals are
treated.” She was concerned that the hormones being given to animals were
going into people who were not designed to deal with them. Equally, she
was concerned about the animal cruelty aspect of raising animals for food.
It was a great pleasure to listen to the story of Bee’s most inspirational life
and work. We extend our thanks to her for a wonderful afternoon and wish
her well with all her important endeavours for the future.
HALF PRICE BOOK SALE
Jewish Vegetarian Cooking by Rose Friedman
- First Edition £2.50 including P&P
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Judaism and Global Survival
By Richard H. Schwartz Ph.D
Readers familiar with the classic volume “Judaism and Vegetarianism” by
JVS patron, Professor Richard H Schwartz, will be delighted to learn that its
sequel “Judaism and Global Survival” has recently been revised and updated.
The publication of this new edition could hardly be more timely, seeking as
it does to explore the vital issue of protecting the earth from the many threats
it faces. The solution, according to Professor Schwartz, is not necessarily to
be found in current technology but rather by going back to explore Jewish
values which already provide us with the mandates we need on how to protect
our fragile planet. He reminds us that as Jews not only are we obligated to
carry out the mandate of Tikkun Olam (to repair the world) but also that we
should strive for peace and justice, feed the hungry, avoid waste and love
our neighbours as ourselves. The book’s message however is not just for
Jews but for people of all faiths discussing as it does what practical measures
can be taken to reduce global warming, world hunger and over-population.
The book is divided up into sections addressing many important themes
such as energy, social justice, and human rights. Each section is illustrated
with appropriate Biblical quotations and examples of Jewish teachings. As
Professor Schwartz points out, however, it is not enough simply to know about
these Jewish values. In order to achieve a beneficial and necessary change
we must apply them. To this end, he provides us with an appendix at the
back of the book listing some effective and practical ways that we can help
the environment: whether by writing letters, displaying bumper stickers or
organising events on the theme of global protection.
One of the most important sections is the one which deals with vegetarianism,
the adoption of which is a key factor in helping the environment. Indeed
Professor Schwartz points out that both vegetarians and environmentalists
have similar goals: “The aims of vegetarians and environmental activists are
similar: simplify our lifestyles, have regard for the earth and all forms of life,
and apply the knowledge that the earth is not ours to do with as we wish. In
view of the many negative effects of animal-based agriculture on the earth’s
environment, resources, and climate, it is becoming increasingly clear that
a shift toward vegetarian diets is a planetary imperative.”
“Judaism and Global Survival” is an important book for anyone who cares
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about the environment and who would like to learn the appropriate Jewish
values which could make all the difference to the future of our planet.
Published by Lantern Books, a division of Booklight. Tel: 001 212 414-2275.
$20. www.lanternbooks.com Also available through www.amazon.com and
www.barnesandnoble.com
Available in the UK/Europe: Airlift Book Company. Freepost ND 6143.
Enfield. Middlesex. EN3 7BR. United Kingdom. Tel: 020 8443 5333 Fax:
020 8804 0044.

Tyringham Nature Cure Clinic
The famous Tyringham Nature Cure Clinic is moving to new premises in
Buckinghamshire.
Joe Goodman, (past Chairman of the Jewish Vegetarian Society for many years)
is on the Board of Trustees. We are hoping to run a feature on Tyringham in
the next issue of The J.V. as well arrange a meeting at our H.Q.

Michael H. Scott & Company
Chartered Accountants . Certified Accountants
Accounts and Audit
Tax Planning

For individuals, sole
Traders, partnerships
and family companies.

Michael H. Scott, B.Eng., FCA, FCCA
Tel: 020 8907 9200
Fax: 020 8909 1503

107 Kenton Road
Kenton, Harrow
Middlesex HA3 0AN

Hon Accountants to the international Jewish Vegetarian Society
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VEGAN
World Vegan Day At The JVS
By Naomi Fellerman
The JVS was buzzing on the evening of 1st November
when we dedicated our monthly Friday night meal to the
celebration of World Vegan Day.
The day, marking the introduction of the word “vegan” and the formation
of the Vegan Society in November 1944 was the culmination of National
Vegan Week in the UK.
We were delighted that Julie Rosenfield agreed to be our guest speaker.
As many of you will know, Julie was a long serving member of the JVS
Executive Committee, has been a member of the Vegan Society Council and
has recently had published “Vegan Stories” which was reviewed in the last
edition of this magazine.
So on a damp autumn evening, sixteen people arrived at the JVS for a
FASCINATING evening and a good meal – all vegan of course. This even
included Vegan Challahs; (a departure from traditional Challahs which are
made with egg) which I made myself as a daring experiment. (Unfortunately
they were rather TOO well received, so I think I have landed myself with a
permanent baking job!).
Julie started by speaking on what it means to be a vegan, firstly listing all
the things that a vegan diet excludes:
Meat, chicken, fish, eggs, dairy products (such as milk or cheese), honey, or
any foods derived from these. Also vegans do not wear leather, wool, silk
or other animal derived products, and only use products that are cruelty free
and not tested on animals.
But, said Julie, “Being vegan is not about what we exclude, it’s about all the
wonderful and varied food we CAN eat”.
Julie then recounted her moment of fame that week, during an interview by
Radio Essex and how ‘journalists’, keen to mock Vegans and Vegetarianism
just needed some skilful handling and good preparation!
This seemed to be enjoyed by all who were there, and it made the difficulties
we had worthwhile, the difficulties – oh yes, that was discovering on
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Wednesday afternoon that the caterer had got the date mixed up and was
abroad, and therefore not available to cook the meal.
So Friday afternoon saw John Schlackman and myself in the kitchen of the
JVS doing the cooking, chopping and serving food for 16! All in a day’s
work really!
In between courses Julie read some poems from “Vegans Stories”, including
one which she had written herself and one entitled “Vegan Kisses” by
Benjamin Zephaniah.
I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you once again to Julie for
her interesting talk and excellent readings. Not only did she talk and answer
questions, but she also helped us with the washing up! Also to say a big
thank you to John Schlackman (32 and still single), without whom no Friday
Night Dinners would take place.
We hold these meals monthly. If you would be interested in joining us on a
Friday night please contact the office for details of the next dinner. We’d love
to see you there. (Volunteers to help with the washing up gratefully received!)

Menu

for the

World Vegan Day Friday Night Meal:
Lentil Soup

Peppers stuffed with fruited rice
Roast Vegetables
Tofu Cheesecake
And/or
Chocolate Almond Cake


All our 5 vegan alternatives to milk i.e. 3 soya and 2 pea
protein (called WHIT-SUN) are fortified with the essential
vitamins B2, B12 and D2.
Sold exclusively in health/wholefood stores.
For literature on range of vegan products, with a published
medical research paper on virtues of pea protein, s.a.e.
please to Plamil Foods, Folkstone, Kent, CT19 6PQ.
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TURNING WORDS INTO DEEDS
Freehold Premises
The Jerusalem Centre

Donations gratefully received towards
repayment of the loan on the freehold premises.

Clive Bagelman, London N8.
Cheryl Kleefield, New Jersey, U.S.A.
Donations Received
We wish to thank all those who send
in donations towards the Society’s funds.
Although items £3 and under are not listed to save expenses,
all are appreciated and put to good use.
£15 Mr. P.S. London NW2. £10 Mrs. S.A. Borehamwood, Herts.
£10 Mr. R.F. In memory of Julius Frank, London NW7.
£10 Mr. E.H. Northwood, Middlesex. £10 Mrs. L.M. Leeds.
£10 Mr. R.R. Chigwell, Essex. £7 Mr. J.R. London NW8. £6 Ms V.R.E. Bristol.
£5 Mr. G.G. Ontario, Canda. £5 Ms D.G. Edgware, Middlesex.
£5 Ms M.K. Harrow Weald, Middlesex. $15 Ms R.S. New York, U.S.A.

Building Fund Donation - London
Ms S. Esmore, Edgware, Middlesex. Mr. A.E. Isaacs, Sheffield.
Mr. M. Sutcliffe, London W4. M. & L. LeVine, AZ. U.S.A.

Friendship House
The JVS ‘House Parents’ home for deprived and homeless
children is in the care of ‘Orr Shalom’ (Vegetarian) villages
for children and is situated at POB 1837, 20 Hatzav Street,
Mevasseret-Zion 90805, Israel. Tel: 972 2 5337059 (Please
note new address) Visitors are always welcome.
A phone call or letter is always advisable to ensure that a
member of the friendly staff will be there to welcome you.

Donations Received:
£5 Ms. S.E. Edgware, Middlesex. £5 Mrs R.F. Bushey Heath, Herts.
£5 Mr. M.S. Chiswick, London N4. $20 Ms. C.K. N.J. U.S.A.
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Society news
We Received The Following Letter Recently From Animal Aid
And Thought This Would Be Of Interest To Our Readers.
Dear Letters Editor
The number of vegetarian parents is growing every year. Many choose to
raise their children veggie, whilst others feel that a meat-based diet makes
more sense for their families.
Animal Aid has recently launched a national survey, which will examine the
views and experiences of vegetarian parents. We hope to discover whether
these parents are getting the service they want from shops, and whether those
with vegetarian children have experienced pressure from relatives and health
professionals to start feeding them meat.
Our survey form contains a few simple questions and can be filled in by
anyone who is vegetarian and a parent. If any of your readers would like to
take part, they can write to the address below, call us on 01732 354 032, or
fill in the online form on our website, at www.animalaid.org.uk/veggieparents
Yours faithfully
Ronny Worsey Richards
Campaigns Officer, Animal Aid


Enjoy a Healthier Lifestyle
DISCOVER THE BENEFITS OF ALOE VERA WITH FOREVER LIVING PRODUCTS

• The world’s biggest & best grower of Kosher Aloe Vera

• Extensive range from health drinks to skin care products
• 90 days satisfaction or your money back guarantee
• Millions of delighted customers

Phone now for more details on 01908 671641. www.aloevera-flp.co.uk
New for the USA. www.teamflp.com/jonathan
Order online or join us as an agent.

John Neville Independent Distributor of Forever Living Products. I am also looking for
people to join me in this great business. Up to 48% profit, Royalty payments, car plan
and foreign travel.
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ADVICE FOR VEGETARIANS
Advice For Vegetarians Confronting Carnivores
By Aline McKenzie - Vide The Dallas Morning News
When I was in college, I worked in a laboratory with a vegetarian graduate
student. At lunch, as he was enjoying his meal, a co-worker would often
wave a hamburger inches from his face, saying, “Mmmmm, meat! Are you
sure you don’t want some?”
Reid would just say, “No thank you” and go on eating. After weeks of
this, the co-worker finally exploded “Why don’t you ever get mad at me?
I’m shoving meat in your face and you never say a word! Why don’t
you say something?” Reid smiled serenely and said “Because it’s slowly
driving you crazy.”
It turns out that this wasn’t just a case of isolated rudeness. Enough people
react that way to vegetarians that author Carol J. Adams has given them the
name “Thrusters.”
When people become vegetarians, they’re sometimes surprised by the hostility
and demands to justify themselves that they encounter. Adams, who has
written several books on vegetarianism, has created a survival handbook.
Living Among Meat Eaters (Three Rivers Press, 2001).
“You have to have a thick skin” she writes. “To most people we are still freaks.”
The book celebrates self-sufficiency and the satisfaction of living by example.
Vegetarians can do more good in the long run - and be more at peace – by:
• Not expecting others to provide food for them.
• Not being strident or self-righteous.
• Deflecting anger with soft answers
• Eating delicious food in front of others to show that a life without
meat can be abundant and tasty.
When she turned vegetarian in the mid 1970s, Adams says, she answered
the many questions she faced, until she realized that many people really
didn’t want answers, they just wanted to argue. Finally, she decided that her
mere presence as a vegetarian made some people uncomfortable because
it forced them to confront their own denial about meat eating.
The answer was not to respond to the anger but to be prepared with ways
to divert the conversation. She finds, the people who are most hostile to
vegetarians sometimes become vegetarians themselves!
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BUAV
House Of Lords Back The Buav
In Eu Chemicals Policy
A House of Lords report released on 12th March 2002 urges the UK government
to challenge the European Commission’s proposed EU chemical strategy due
to what it calls “unacceptable mass animal testing” and specifically backs the
BUAV’s call for increased funding for the speedy development and validation
of non-animal alternatives to animal toxicity testing.
The BUAV presented oral (as well as written) evidence to the House of
Lords Select Committee last year. Our evidence highlighted that if the EU
proposals proceeded unchallenged, millions of laboratory animals would
be put through horrendous poisoning experiments. We also presented our
scientific evidence, our report: The Way Forward - A non-animal testing
strategy for chemicals - outlining the scientific criticisms of animal toxicity
testing and presenting a step-wise strategy on non-animal testing techniques
instead. We expressed our frustration at the severe lack of funding set
aside for non-animal test developments and the impediments to change
presented by lack of political will, conservative regulation and industry’s
reluctance to change.
In an unprecedented move, the House of Lords report on the EU chemical
strategy has come out largely in support of the BUAV’s conclusions and
praised the BUAV for the quality of its evidence. The report states that the EU
chemical strategy will not succeed in its current form as significant increases
in animal testing will be unacceptable to public opinion.
The Committee conclusion was, “The White Paper provides a rare
opportunity to generate the political will in the EU to promote non-animal
testing. The United Kingdom Government must take a lead in this and should
make it clear in the Council that it cannot accept a new chemical strategy
that leads to significantly increased animal testing, since this would be
unacceptable to the public and lead to failure of the strategy.”
“We were impressed by the evidence from the BUAV and believe that
their ‘a priori’ opposition to animal testing should not be regarded as a
reason to discount their arguments that non-animal testing may produce
better results, more reproducible results and faster results. We believe their
scientific arguments should be examined carefully as well as their arguments
about the blockages to progress on the acceptance of non-animal tests.”
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The report goes on to agree with the BUAV that “... there is a lack of
resources and of political will in the EU to bring non-animal tests into use.”
During his own evidence session, Minister for the Environment, Michael
Meacher MP, had said, “I agree too that we must put resources into trying
to develop those (alternative validated test methods) as rapidly as we can.
I do care very strongly about this and there is nothing like enough effort
put into finding acceptable alternatives.”
A representative from the Department of the Environment, Food & Rural
Affairs (DEFRA) also commented “we are trying to secure an additional
substantial budget specifically for research into this area. If we are
successful, that will allow us to go ahead with a major programme of
funding alternatives to animal testing.”
At the Committee press briefing yesterday, Lord Crickhowell, Chairman
of the inquiry stated “Regrettably the Commission has glossed over the
fact that a huge number of animals would be needed to carry out its
proposals within the time scale suggested. Well-funded programmes to
develop alternative testing methods must now be at the top of the agenda.”
Michelle Thew, BUAV Chief Executive says, “I am truly delighted by the
degree of importance the House of Lords report gives to the issue of animal
toxicity testing and also the recognition it gives to the BUAV. The BUAV
has been doggedly campaigning on this issue for nearly two years now,
and it is hugely gratifying to have so much of our evidence supported
by their Lordships. This EU proposal constitutes the biggest mass animal
poisoning programme in Europe’s history. I sincerely hope that the UK
government now listens carefully to the Lords and takes the lead within
Europe to promote non-animal testing methods. The time has come for
action, not just words, if we are to stop the death of millions of animals.”
Extracts have been taken from: House of Lords Select Committee on European
Union ‘Reducing the Risk’ Regulating Industrial Chemicals 13th Report
For further information you can contact BUAV via e-mail on campaigns@
buav.org

Datelines
Brief details of all local events will be included if they are received in good time. Details should be received 6
weeks before publication.The Magazine is due out on 1st December, March, June and September.Write to us.
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UK Government
UK Government Slammed
By Animal Rights Campaigners
Leading animal rights campaigners the British Union for the Abolition of
Vivisection (BUAV) today reacted angrily to news that the UK Government
has once again betrayed laboratory animals as well as the millions of UK
citizens seeking an end to EU animal testing for cosmetics.
After months of disagreement over proposed amendments to the EU Cosmetics
Directive to outlaw EU cosmetics animal testing and the sale of animal
tested cosmetics, the European Parliament and Council of Ministers are now
in conciliation. At the first conciliation committee meeting in Brussels (7th
October), the UK Government defended the cosmetics industry and argued
against Parliament’s strong stance on animal testing, despite the depth of
public opinion on the issue.
BUAV Campaigns Director, Wendy Higgins says: It is really disgraceful that
the UK government continues to dismiss the British people’s deep opposition
to cosmetics animal testing. It seems to care more about pandering to the
whim of industry than about animals suffering for vanity products, and most
British people will be truly shocked by that. The cosmetics industry has always
called for more time to develop non-animal test methods, but has failed to
deliver so that whenever the ban has been debated, industry has been able
to claim that new tests are not ready. The suffering has to stop and it’s about
time that the UK government showed some resolve in standing up to industry
in order to curb its unethical behaviour.
Get Active
It is still as important as ever that you keep sending your empty cruelty-free
toiletry bottles through the post to the DTI with our BUAV “Message on a
Bottle” campaign stickers. Hundreds of you have already taken part, but if
you’d like to receive more stickers email us at campaigns@buav.org

important - american & canadian members
Please note that in future all correspondence, as well as subscriptions for
annual renewals, new memberships, donation, etc., should be sent direct to
Headquarters here in London, and not to Federalsburg, MD. as previously.
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Ginkgo Biloba for Alzheimer’s Disease ‘Promising Evidence’
The Alzheimer’s Society, together with the Cochrane Collaboration, publishes
the biggest ever comprehensive review on the use of Ginkgo biloba for the
treatment of dementia. The systematic review has identified 33 previous
clinical trials of Ginkgo, dating back to 1976. This new research provides
promising evidence that taking Ginkgo biloba can improve memory and
overall function for people with dementia.
The review published by the Cochrane Collaboration has concluded that:
‘Ginkgo biloba appears to be safe in use with no excessive side effects
compared with a placebo. Many of the early trials used unsatisfactory
methods, were small, and we cannot exclude publication bias. But overall
there is promising evidence of improvement in cognition and function
associated with Ginkgo. Our view is that there is need for a large trial using
modern methodology to provide robust estimates of the size and mechanism
of the treatment effects.’
Dr Mike Clarke, speaking on behalf of the Cochrane Collaboration, said:
‘Cochrane Reviews, such as this one, aim to bring together all the relevant
evidence, so that it is easier to make well-informed decisions about health
care. This review helps to identify the types of research that are now needed
to find the best treatments for people with dementia.’
Trials have been jointly run by Imperial College and the Royal London
Homeopathic Hospital.
Dr Richard Harvey, director of research for the Alzheimer’s Society, said:
‘The work of the Cochrane Collaboration has been instrumental in gathering
together evidence accumulated over the past 26 years that taking Ginkgo
supplements probably has real benefits for people with dementia. Our new
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clinical trial will apply modern methods and robust quality controls to finally
answer a question that has been hanging in the air for 5000 years.’
Ginkgo biloba is an extract from the leaves of the Ginkgo tree, which in
the UK is more commonly called the maidenhair tree. This tree has survived
unchanged in China for more than 200 million years and there is a history
of its medicinal use for almost 5000 years.
Dr Peter Fisher, Director of Research at the Royal London Homeopathic
Hospital said “Ginkgo contains a number of organic biologically active
components. It is the ginkgolides that are unique to the Ginkgo tree although
it is not fully known which component or components are the ones that give
the leaves their medicinal properties.”
Dr James Warner, senior lecturer and consultant in Old Age Psychiatry at
Imperial College London, said: ‘The medicinal effects of Ginkgo are believed
to be gained by causing blood vessels to dilate, improving blood flow to
the brain, and through thinning the blood and making it less likely to clot.
Ginkgo probably also has some anti-oxidant effects, protecting nerve cells
against biological ‘rusting’. All of these effects would suggest that Ginkgo
might slow down a degenerative process.’
· Dementia affects one in 20 people over the age of 65 and one in five
over the age of 80.
· For information and advice on Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of
dementia call the Alzheimer’s Society national helpline on 0845 300 0336.
· Our website address is: www.alzheimers.org.uk

Notice
We

are desperately seeking contributions / articles etc .

For

inclusion in the Jewish Vegetarian. Unfortunately we are unable
to pay for such articles, but will, of course, give credit to the
source. Please can you help us. All material must be received at
the office

5-6 weeks before publication date.
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News From Our Shalom
Shalom to all of our friends and supporters in Israel and around the world!
The relative quiet that has pervaded Israel during recent weeks, has brought
us a little peace and our many friends across the ocean can save a bit on
their telephone and e-mail bills.
This quiet is very valuable to us. But it is precisely within this quiet that we
can hear several different sounds, if we want to, that aren’t exactly pleasant.
We can hear the numbers of citizens Jewish & Arab, children and adults,
who have been innocently killed of late during the course of our fight for our
lives, and we can also hear the terrible statistics coming from our economy
for so many months.
Discussing the shameful numbers of dead is tragic and heart breaking. The
other numbers, the appalling data regarding Israel’s economy also has direct
consequences on our daily lives and on Orr Shalom. The difficult economic
situation has an impact on the number of children needing care outside the
home, and on the resources the government can allocate for such services.
These children, who are victims of the economic situation, knock at our doors
while government allocated resources dwindle and the country’s welfare
services are in crisis. These leaders, who warn us that the struggle will be
long and difficult forget that such a struggle can be won only with a healthy
and strong society.
The past year has been a difficult one for Orr Shalom. It is very hard to
raise children in a country that has terror hiding around every corner. It is
very hard to raise and treat children in a society where dialogue to resolve
conflict is so lacking. It is very hard to raise any child with fear, both theirs
and our own; it is overwhelming to try and raise our Orr Shalom children,
each one of whom comes to us with his own bag full of fears and personal
serious traumas. It is during such a tough and frightening year that we have
learned several things about ourselves at Orr Shalom.
We learned that those who work at Orr Shalom - house parents, counsellors,
social workers, psychologists, directors and personnel - are very special
people. Men and women, young and old, right-wing and left-wing, religious
and secular, Jews and Arabs- a fascinating mix of people; the size of their
hearts and the depth of their knowledge is without limits. The Adler Prize
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that we received this year for our therapeutic work with our children is only
one proof of this.
We learned that the models developed at Orr Shalom the family group
home, the adolescent girls homes, Friendship Home (Reut) for “lost boys”,
and the foster families - work well to provide our children with a warm, loving
therapeutic home- even in the toughest of times.
We learned that our strength during these difficult days is reinforced by the
love and support with which you envelop us. Our dedicated executive board,
headed by Ms. Alisa Olmert, and you, our many friends and supporters in
all parts of Israel and abroad- you are our true anchor of support in such
trying times.
Recently when we stood in the synagogue to recite the Rosh Hashanah
prayers, we repeated the words we say each and every day:
“He who makes peace in the heavens, may He grant peace to us and all the
people of Israel, and let us say, Amen.”
May this be a year of peace in each of our hearts, in Israel and throughout
the world.
Haim and the Orr Shalom family
This is the Universal Symbol for Vegetarianism.
It carries the message of peace and compassion wherever it is
seen. Use it on your stationery, car, window or manufactured
goods. Stickers and rubber stamps available – Stamp everything!
Send for circular (s.a.e. please) to Universal Symbol Committee
855 Finchley Road, London NW11 8LX, England. Tel: 020 8455 0692

EMERGENCY BUILDING FUND
The Society’s Headquarters in London are in urgent need of repair and renovation. It has been estimated that we
will need in the region of £50,000. Therefore we will need your help. An Emergency Building Fund has been set
up for donations. Please Help. Any donations, large or small will be much appreciated.
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Frankenstein Food Technology
Spreading To Meat And Milk
A new report exposes risks to farm animals and humans as a result of genetic
engineering and cloning.
A new research report revealing the potential dangers of the genetic
engineering of farm animals has been published by the Compassion in
World Farming Trust.
Joyce D’Silva, Director of Compassion in World Farming, challenged the
government to respond to some of the report’s findings, “We would like the
government to state publicly that meat and milk from genetically engineered
animals will not be allowed into the food chain.”
Specifically addressing the applications of genetic engineering to farm
animals, the report reveals some disturbing findings such as:
•

Regulators are considering allowing human consumption of meat
from animals that have undergone genetic engineering experiments.

•

Regulators fear that production of food additives or medicines in the
body fluids (milk, urine, blood or semen) of genetically engineered
farm animals carries the real risk of transfer of pathogens (viruses,
prions) to consumers.

•

Foreign genes in animal feed may be transferred from crops to
animals and then from animals to humans.

•

Genetic engineering of farm animals is still 99% inaccurate, with
most embryos not surviving the GM process and those that do are
often being born deformed or inherently unhealthy.

•

Current evidence shows that cloning for reproduction may turn out to
be a fatally flawed technology around 50% of cloned farm animals
die just before birth or in the first few weeks of life.

Joyce D’Silva continued, “It would appear that industry has learned nothing
from the BSE scandal. Continued genetic experimentation on animals to
supposedly improve food production is both dangerous and unethical. GM
Meat and Milk? No Thanks!
The report calls for:
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•

A moratorium on all experimentation and commercial use of GM or
cloned farm animals.

•

Provision of public information on the health, management, lifespan
and output of GM and cloned farm animals.

•

Establishment of committees to advise the government on animal
welfare and animal ethics.

Dr Jacky Turner, author of the report and Education and Research Director
for Compassion in World Farming Trust said “There is serious danger that
the application of genetic engineering and cloning is being driven by the
same attitudes and pressures that led to animal factory farming. There is no
consideration being given to whether animal genetic engineering should be
done, or whether it needs to be done.”

Life Members

Life Members are the pillars of the Society. Their support enables our work for
vegetarianism to expand and plans for the future to be implemented.

UK Life Membership
£150
Israel Life Membership
$250
American Life Membership
$250
or 5 annual payments of
£35 ($60)

Bequest to the Society
Ensures its Future Activities.
Forms are available on request from
the Society’s Honorary Solicitors Communications
to Headquarters “Bet Teva”,
855 Finchley Road, London NW11 8LX.
Tel: 020 8455 0692
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Eggs - Exploding the Myths!
By Dr Gina Shaw, MA AIYS (Dip.Irid.)
The adverts are everywhere - eggs are a good source of nutrients, the
propaganda is rife but the question is: Is this true? In this article, we will
examine some of the most recent scientific evidence.
If we think about, most commercial hens which are bred for egg production are
hardly healthy animals. They are fed antibiotics, hormones, yolk colourants,
artificial additives and other questionable substances such as arsenic(!) to
kill parasites and stimulate egg production as well as the fact that their food
is laced with pesticides. Salmonella is highly prevalent in commercial flocks
of hens, as is campylobacter and contaminated eggs have been proven to
cause food poisoning in people. In fact, in a study carried out in the U.S. in
1985-88, eggs were responsible for salmonella outbreaks affecting 5,000
people, 898 of whom had to be hospitalised as a result.
Egg yolks contain a whopping 213 mg of cholesterol each, which constitutes
more than 70% of the maximum recommended daily intake and serving up
just one egg for breakfast each morning can raise your cholesterol level
by as much as 10 points! We synthesise about 1500mg of cholesterol per
day within our bodies and simply do not need any extra cholesterol in our
diet. This is why it’s hardly surprising that many experts speak out against
egg consumption and its relation to heart disease. It has also recently been
discovered that women who eat eggs daily triple their risk of breast cancer.
A recent article by ‘The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition’ in a study
entitled: ‘Eating Fewer Eggs Still Good for Heart’ states that although in
recent years conflicting studies on the effects of eggs on health have sent
consumers scrambling for some definitive answers, a new study reports that
even though eggs can boost HDL (‘’good’’) cholesterol, they also raise total
cholesterol even more. The bottom line, write researchers in the May 2000
issue of the ‘American Journal of Clinical Nutrition’, is that people should limit
egg consumption to reduce their risk of heart disease. `The advice to limit
cholesterol intake by reducing consumption of eggs and other cholesterol-rich
foods may...still be valid,’’ concludes lead author Rianne M. Weggemans and
colleagues from Wageningen University in the Netherlands. Their review
of 17 medical studies involving 556 individuals found that adding 100
milligrams (mg) of cholesterol to the diet each day, the equivalent of half an
egg, increased the ratio of total cholesterol to HDL cholesterol in the blood.
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The investigators used this ratio to account for any beneficial effect that was
found for HDL cholesterol.
Cholesterol, found in animal foods such as meat and dairy products has, in
some studies, been shown to increase both total cholesterol and LDL (‘’bad’’)
cholesterol, which contribute to heart disease risk. The overall evidence seems
to weigh in against unlimited egg consumption, the researchers conclude. ``In
view of the relatively small contribution of eggs to the intake of these nutrients,
the recommendation to limit the consumption of eggs may still be valid for the
prevention of coronary heart disease,’’ Weggemans and colleagues write.
Furthermore, laboratory tests carried out by the Eclipse Scientific Group I
in Cambridge, England on free-range eggs show that even with so-called
free-range hens, chemicals are being fed to hens to make their egg yolks
appear a deeper yellow. Two of the colourants, citranaxanthin (E161i) and
Beta-Apo 8 Carotenal (E160), are approved by the egg industries lion code,
but Canthaxanthin (E161g) found in eggs imported from Germany by the
Lidl discount chain, has been linked to eye defects. Although this chemical
is banned from human foods, it is still legal to use it in hen feed (Daily Mail,
20.11.99).
You may be wondering if eggs fare any better than flesh foods as a source
for protein. However, high-quality protein is not what we should search
for; high-quality amino acids are what we need to produce the protein we
must have. Unless eggs are eaten raw, the amino acids are coagulated by
heat and thereby lost, but obviously raw eggs are more likely to contain the
potentially deadly salmonella bug.
Another side to the egg debate is that eggs are unnaturally high in sulphur.
According to Dr Robert Young, a microbiologist and nutritionist from the
U.S., in his book ‘Sick and Tired’, sulphuric acid is capable of burning a
hole through your clothing so it requires special handling and you will find
sulphuric acid in eggs and in your car’s battery. “You know you wouldn’t
drink battery acid, so why would you eat an egg,” he asks? Added to this,
Dr Young reports that 15 minutes after eating an egg, our bloodstream will
show the presence or high increase of bacteria. Eggs from grain-fed chickens
have been found to contain more mycotoxins.
According to Harvey and Marilyn Diamond, eggs are neither a valuable
food nor are they a health food. Remember what all health professionals
are recommending that we do? Less fat and cholesterol and more fibre.
Eggs are very high in fat and cholesterol and contain essentially no fibre.
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In fact, ounce for ounce, eggs contain 8 times more cholesterol than beef!
The egg industry denies all of the negatives about eggs in much the same
way that the Tobacco Industry defends itself. Dr John McDougall points to
only 6 studies in medical literature that show that eggs don’t dramatically
affect blood cholesterol levels, three of which were funded by the American
Egg Board, one by the Missouri Egg Merchandising Council, one by the
Egg Programme of the California Department of Agriculture (the sixth is not
identified). As Dr McDougall states, “The Egg Industry provides a timely
example of how money can buy scientific nutritional information that can be
detrimental to your health”.
So if you’re still eating eggs and you’re worried about your health, why not
try replacing eggs with plant foods which are rich in protein (amino acids)
such as nuts, seeds, legumes and pulses (sprouted preferably), not forgetting
lots of green leafy vegetables. Of course, excess protein can produce calcium
loss, so one has to be careful with excessive protein consumption.
Dr Gina Shaw is a doctor of complementary medicine, an iridologist and
a lecturer in nutritional science. If you would like a private health and
nutritional consultation, you may contact her on (01626) 352765 or email
her on: DrGinaShaw@aol.com/Website: http://www.vibrancy.homestead.
com/pageone.html.


granoVita MAYOLA! The delicious mayonnaise
from granoVita that is both egg and dairy free.
These thick and creamy dressings contain
no added sugar, preservatives or artificial
additives. Available in three delicious flavours
– Lemon, Garlic and Original. The Original
variety is also available in an organic version.
Available in all good health food shops and
also in Sainsbury’s supermarkets.
granoVita offers you an extensive range of
vegetarian and vegan health foods. For further
details about the granoVita range of products
visit our web-site at: www.granovita.co.uk.
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RECEIVED FROM ISRAEL
LEAH ZINN (WOMEN’S HEALTH) and ELLA ROSEN SENOR (WHAT IS
PERMACULTURE?) have both recently given lectures at our Jerusalem Centre
and we thought our readers would be interested in the following two articles,
which we have received from them.

Women’s Health
By Leah Zinn
Erma Bombeck, that great humour-columnist on Women and Family life, once
wrote: “When Mom feels cold, everyone in the house wears a sweater.”
I like to take that statement further and say that when Mom gets sick, her
nurturing capabilities wane and the whole family, as a unit, becomes ill. We
live in exciting but stressful times· Trying to run a household, raise children,
and work outside the home is one of the major factors affecting our health.
So how can we as women prevent us from getting sick?
Macrobiotics as well as traditional Chinese Medicine views the body as a
manifestation of energy known as qi energy. This energy flows freely through
our body, which means health, When qi energy becomes stuck, or we have
too much, too little, or is out of balance, we become ill.
Many of the female symptoms of today such as PMS, menstrual irregularities,
breast cysts and tumors, endometriosis, and pelvic infections are found to be
the result of what we define as liver qi stagnation. All of the pelvic area will
be affected such as the sexual organs, ovaries, uterus, fallopian tubes, large
intestine as well as the stomach and spleen. Too much qi energy in the liver
causes uncontrollable cravings for sugar when we’re under stress or during
emotional difficulties, or before our menstrual period. In the macrobiotic
view, the emotions connected with liver ki stagnation are anger, frustration,
resentment and impatience. If our liver is in balance we feel carefree,
optimistic and have patience.
Here are some suggestions for what you can do to keep your liver healthy:
In our busy schedule the easiest solution seems to be those prepared and/
or frozen foods. These do save time - but at the price of poor nutrition for
our family and, ultimately is, poor family health the solution: Eat healthy!
Remember food is the foundation on which our health is built. Through it we
can affect our mental and emotional health. A nurturing Macrobiotic diet for
your liver includes the preparation of whole grains which are lightly sour, and
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which have a dispersing character. Those are barley, oats, rye and wheat
-berries, for beans choose black-eyed peas, green lentils, peanuts and split
peas and vegetables as your main food. Include greens such as cabbage,
parsley and pak choy, alfalfa sprouts, broccoli, green beans, lettuce, parsley
and summer squash. Fruits that nourish the liver are granny smith apples,
lemons, limes, plums and pomegranates, Pickles are a must, you may have
olives, sauerkraut and sour pickles as well as other fermented foods such
as tempeh and miso. Most important of all don’t overeat and use oil in
moderation. Use light cooking methods such as stir frying for your vegetables
which will make you feel light and cheerful! Chew your food well!
Practice relaxation twenty minutes a day-this is for you, just for you. You know
yourself and know what will work best for you; reading a book, listening
to relaxation tapes, taking a relaxing bath etc. and exercise -– non-impact
aerobic exercise works best. To release tension I find that a brisk walk works
best for me. Most important of all smile, sing a happy song or just think
positive thoughts. Be an optimist!
In Peace & Harmony,
For further information about Macrobiotic (Nutritional) Health & Live-style
Counseling, Macrobiotic Cooking Classes Workshops & Lectures in Belt
Shemesh and Jerusalem, please contact:
Macrobiotics For Everyone
e-mail: leah@macroisrael.com
website: www.macroisrael.com
Tel: 972-2-999-0637
Mobile: 972-54-675-216

What is Permaculture?
By Ella Rosen Senor
Permaculture is a tried and tested way of creating a flexible, low cost
approach to living, with nature as a model.
The word permaculture - coined by the Australian ecologist Bill Mollison - is a
derivation of the words permaculture culture, and agriculture. This indicates
that, among other things, permaculture is a method of plant management
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that tries to work in harmony with nature rather than seeing her as an enemy
that has to be subdued
Soil building, conservation, and organic food production are central to
permaculture, which strives to enrich the soil, increase productivity, and
find natural solutions to problems permaculture offers innovative, low-cost
and natural ways of dealing with pest control. For example, when growing
vegetables in the garden or window boxes, one might intersperse them with
French marigolds, rue, and yarrow. These plants not only provide beauty and
fragrance, but at the same time repel harmful insects. Lemon grass can be
planted to prevent weeds from spreading, and add character to a cup of tea.
Whether used to plant a herb garden, natural lawn, make a sun oven.., or
solve major problems of soil conservation, food production on a large scale,
or planning for extreme situations, permaculture can be used by anyone.
Examples of how the permaculture system works:
Permaculture teaches us how to revitalize the earth with nutritious compost
produced from our kitchen debris and garden prunings so that we are
constantly adding to and renewing the earth instead of depleting it. Worms in
our gardens and even on large farms produce rich nutritious earth. Mulching
enhances the growth of plants and keeps in moisture, so that we can increase
our crop yield while reducing our irrigation needs by 50%.
Permaculture encourages us to live a healthy, organic lifestyle. By growing
our own food, and using intensive planting methods, we can harvest a high
yield. No chemical pesticides or herbicides are necessary — there are
biological methods that do the job for us. Bats, frogs and porcupines eat fruit
flies. Lemongrass, comfrey and arrowroot keep weeds at bay.
Permaculture teaches us to use the resources that are close at hand and easily
accessible - earth can be made from our kitchen refuse, irrigation from the
“gray” water of our homes, mulch from the pruned shrubs and cut grass. We
can make the garden pay for itself by providing food, and by producing its
own fertilizer.
Instead of squandering precious resources, we can conserve them by
reducing, reusing and recycling the products and the energy resources
available.
We can also benefit from multiple functionality in our environment. Chickens
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lay eggs, loosen the soil, eat insects, eat food scraps, and produce fertilizer.
There are trees that can fix nitrogen into the soil, give shade, bear fruit and
generate rain. A pergola on the south side of the home can support grape
vines that cool the home, provide shade and fruit.
Even though the establishment of our permaculture gardens may require some
effort up front, they will be more selfsustaining as time goes on and require
less intervention on our part.
Permaculture is above all, an optimistic approach to living in harmony with
nature, using renewable resources and caring for people. In the words of
its founder, Bill Mollison: Every problem is an opportunity to find a creative
solution.
Permaculture Consultation.
Consultation consists of an extensive interview with the client in order to
assess the requirements of each individual, and the vision of the client vis-a-vis
the garden, home and environment The resources at hand are identified, as
well as the problems that need to be addressed Following the interview, the
consultant draws a sketch of the home and garden, and after considerable
research, presents a plan to the client.
This includes the addition of organic features to the home and garden, as
well as solutions to existing problems. With careful planning, the results can
be rewarding, enjoyable and even profitable.
For questions and consultations, you are welcome to contact Ella Rosen Senor
at 02-5701717.

Why Not Come Along and Pay a Visit
to HQ in Golders Green
where we have a large selection of books, many of which are less
than half the original price? Come and have a cup of coffee and
browse through. The office hours are 10.00 - 4.00 Monday to
Thursday but please telephone before coming as there are classes
taking place in the main hall at certain times.Tel: 020 8455 0692
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COOKERY CORNER
Some Current Favourite Recipes
From Naomi Fellerman
When we reach this time of year and the weather turns colder it is the time
to make lots of lovely thick soups and stews to keep warm, and I have picked
out a few recipes I enjoy. One or two are my own adaptations, others have
been downloaded from the Internet and a couple are by Ronny. These are
acknowledged and I have given details of where her books can be obtained.
All recipes serve 4, unless otherwise stated.

Spicy Butternut Squash Soup
2 tbsp. olive oil
1 onion, peeled, chopped
2 large potatoes, peeled, diced
1 clove garlic, chopped
1 tsp. ground cumin
1 tsp. ground coriander
1 large butternut squash, peeled, diced
1 pt vegetable stock
salt & pepper
1. Heat the oil in a large saucepan, add the onions, potatoes and garlic
and cook for 2 - 3 minutes.
2. Add the cumin and coriander, stir and cook for 1 minute.
3. Add the squash, then cook for 3 minutes, stirring. Add the stock and bring
to the boil.
4. Cover, simmer for 20 - 25 minutes until cooked. Season to taste and purée
or liquidise. Check seasoning just before serving.
This recipe is a mixture of one found on the Internet and one I read somewhere
but can’t recall where.

Warm Lentil, Garlic,

and

Sweet Potato Salad

(Serves 6)

2
1
1
3
1

cups water
cup green lentils
carrot, finely chopped
cloves garlic, peeled and minced
bay leaf
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1/2 Tablespoon olive oil
1 leek, cut in half and thinly sliced, then washed under running water
4 cloves garlic, peeled and sliced
1 medium sweet potato, washed, cut in half, then cut into bite-size pieces
1/2 cup each: finely chopped celery, red pepper and parsley
Dressing:
Juice of 1 lime
1 Tablespoon rice vinegar
1 Tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil
1 teaspoon sweetener
2 medium cloves garlic, pressed
2 teaspoons chilli powder
1/4 teaspoon salt (or to taste)
Combine water, lentils, carrot, garlic, and bay leaf in a saucepan. Bring to
a boil, reduce heat, and simmer for 20 minutes or until done. While lentils
cook, heat a heavy frying pan over medium heat. Add oil, leek, and garlic;
stir and cover. Cook for about 5 minutes. Add sweet potatoes and cook until
they are tender—another 5 to 7 minutes—adding a bit of water if necessary
to prevent sticking. Do not overcook sweet potatoes as they will be too soft
in the salad. Remove from heat.
When lentils are cooked, remove from heat, drain, remove bay leaf, and stir
in celery, red pepper, and parsley.
Mix dressing ingredients in a small bowl. Pour over lentil mixture. Add sweet
potatoes and leeks and mix well. Serve warm or refrigerate and serve at
room temperature later.
This was found on the “net” - can’t recall which website, so apologies to the
author. But I love salad at any time of the year and this warm salad is great.

Butter Bean

and

Pastry:
1 cup plain flour
1 cup plain wholemeal flour
4 oz dairy-free margarine
1 tsp. dried herbs
pinch salt
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Tomato Flan

COOKERY CORNER
Filling:
2 large onions, thinly sliced
1 400g tin butter beans, drained and mashed
2 garlic cloves, crushed
3 tbsp. olive oil
400g can chopped tomatoes
big pinch of thyme
salt and pepper
half cup stoned black olives, sliced (optional)
fresh parsley
1) Rub the flour and margarine together then stir in the herbs. Mix to a firm
dough with cold water.
2) Roll out and line a 9 inch flan dish and bake the pastry blind in a hot oven
(220°C) until golden brown (15-20 min). Cool.
3) Gently fry the onions and garlic in the oil for about 10 minutes until quite
soft. Stir in the tomatoes, thyme and seasoning and simmer for about 10
minutes until the mixture is reduced and slightly syrupy.
4) Remove from the heat and allow to cool. Stir in the olives.
5) Form a layer of mashed butter beans at the bottom of the flan, then top
with the tomato mix. Sprinkle with parsley.
Serve at room temperature.
The above recipe is taken from “The Salad Scoffer” by Ronny, which is
available from Animal Aid, The Old Chapel, Bradford Street, Tonbridge,
Kent, TN9 1AW at £1.25 plus postage & packing. (Online shop: www.
animalaid.org.uk)

Baby Aubergine & Shitake Mushroom Stew
1 medium onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, crushed
1tbsp olive oil
8 baby aubergines, quartered
4 oz shitake mushrooms, roughly chopped
1 tbsp. tamari
¼ pt water
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3 medium tomatoes
2 oz sun-blush tomatoes
Heat the oil and fry the onions and garlic until soft. Add the aubergines
and mushrooms and fry until slightly softened. Place in a medium casserole
dish together with the water and tamari. Over the top layer the fresh and
sun-blush tomatoes. Place in oven for approximately one hour at Gas Mark
5, 190°C. Serve with rice or try the recipe below.
This one came to me when I was making dinner one day, just using what I
had in the refrigerator that day!

Baked Rice

and

Potatoes

6 oz long grain rice, washed
4 large potatoes, thinly slice
1 pint vegetable stock, approx.
salt & pepper
2 tbsp. sunflower oil
Put the oil in a large roasting tin and mix in the rice until lightly coated, lay
the slices of potato over the rice, pour in the stock and season to taste. Cover
with foil and cook in oven for around one hour at Gas Mark 4, 190°C or
until the potatoes are soft and the rice is cooked. Uncover for the last 15
minutes to allow the potatoes to brown.
The quantities in this recipe are approximate, as this is a family recipe my
grandmother and mother made, which I learnt to make at my mother’s side!
Thanks Mum.
There are usually a lot of cranberries in the shops at this time of year, so I
have included this recipe which I found and tried last year, I can’t remember
where it is from.

Cranberry-Orange Bread
2 cups flour
1 cup sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
1 1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. baking soda
2 tbsp. vegetable oil
hot water
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1/2 cup unsweetened orange juice
1/2 tbsp. orange peel, grated
egg replacer for 1 egg
1 cup cranberries (fresh or frozen)
1/2 cup walnuts, chopped (optional)
1) Preheat oven at 375 F.
2) Grease and flour loaf pan.
3) In a large bowl, mix dry ingredients (flour, sugar, salt, baking powder
and baking soda).
4) In a small bowl, add walnuts, cranberries and 1/2 cup of dry mixture to
coat the nuts and berries.
5) In a measuring cup, add oil and top-up with hot water to make 3/4 cup.
6) In a medium bowl, mix oil/water mixture, orange juice, orange peel and
egg replacer.
7) Combine liquid mixture to dry mixture (don’t overmix!).
8) Fold in nuts and berries.
9) Bake for 1 hour.
The last recipe I am including is a bit of a favourite just now, and if you try
it you will realise why! It is, again, from Ronny and is apparently based on
an old wartime recipe when eggs were in short supply.

Andrew’s Rebellious Chocolate Cake
6 oz self raising flour
1 oz cocoa
2 oz sugar
2 tbsp. golden syrup
1 tsp. bicarbonate of soda (baking soda)
2/3 pint soya milk
pinch salt
1 oz margarine
1) Cream the margarine, syrup and sugar.
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2) Dissolve the baking soda in soya milk.
3) Sift the flour, salt and cocoa.
4) Now, this is the complicated bit. Add some of the flour to the fat mixture
and beat together, then add some of the milk mixture, then add some more
of the flour mixture and alternate between the two like this until everything
is mixed together.
5) Bake in a greased tin for 30 minutes at Gas Mark 4, 175°C.
6) Cool in the tin, then ice with whatever you like. Melted chocolate would
work well. You can cut it in half and use jam to sandwich the halves together
if you like.
The above recipe is taken from “The Cake Scoffer” by Ronny, which is
available from Animal Aid, The Old Chapel, Bradford Street, Tonbridge,
Kent, TN9 1AW at £1.00 plus postage & packing. (Online shop: www.
animalaid.org.uk)

POEM
Sylvia Davis Has Sent Us The Following Plea
In The Form Of A Poem, In The Hope That
Somebody Can Help.
Are There Any Other Members With Similar
Needs or Sympathic?
The results for us were devasting and tragic
Now we need a miracle- plus some magic
As the car tyre burst many years ago
Causing our baby son to be thrown, so
This bright baby would now never be the same
Doubt if I need any further to justify or explain
A brain injury meant he would always need care
As dedicated parents, we are not that rare....
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The youngest of our children, we always ensure
He has the best of everything-plus some more.
Now in his twenties- time just flies by
No matter how hard we really try
Residential care we seek for him -does not exist
So second best we will just have to resist
Circumstances that are unusual do require
High standards are what we hope to inspire.
A Jewish Vegetarian home-from-home
Where our young folk will not be alone
Individual diets, for allergies with only organic
foods, a balanced choice of menus to pick
Situated in England, perhaps by the sea
The venue really have to be ..........
Easy access from London with lots of green
Does this just have to remain a dream?
From over twenty five years of on going experience
Chemical free food make such sound sense
Aromatherapy, doctor prescribed homopathy etc can win
Alternative medicine is now an option and is in!
Autism needs gluten free and dairy too - So have devised
Many recipes, which are delicious-leave you surprised
The atmosphere of this Jewish Vegetarian home has a plus
With many benefits, but not any fuss
Music, sports, needlework, wood work, and of course art
It would be run with care and from the heart
So if you know anyone with these needs- it would be pleasent
If those interested could write to 36 Southbourne Crescent
The postcode is NW4 2JY and will now end this
With kindest regards from Sylvia & Malcolm Davis
100% Vegetarian for over fourty-five years now
Want our son to continue and need help- wow!
PS all responses will be individually replied too.
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Gardener’s Corner
In the heat the summer birds
are attracted to water. A pond
large or small is just the place
for a cooling drink or better still
a refreshing bath. Early morning
is the best time for this and in the
evening birds are most active
now that nesting is over. Today
a Willow Warbler ducked under
our Heron net and proceeded to
wash itself whilst perched on a
lily leaf. A hen Blackcap (also a
Warbler) dropped by for a sip
or two which was a first sighting in our garden. Even a small container
placed in the ground can make an oasis for wild life as most creatures need
to drink frequently. Make sure there is a means of getting out in case some
less nimble friend accidentally falls in.
Today many homes are not blessed with large gardens so what can be done
with a small patio? The answer is to plant out pots and containers. These can
be both decorative and culinary. A standard 9 inch or 12 inch terracotta pot is
an ideal starting point. Drainage is important for all containers so some broken
crock at the bottom keeps the drain hole clear. Compost is used to fill the pot
to within a couple of inches of the top. If some garden home-made compost
is available then this makes a good base with a topping of soilless compost
which is easy to plant into. By the time the pot is planted out the soil should
be no more than one inch from the top - this is important to enable watering
to be done - in effect creating a little reservoir to be filled when watering.
Geraniums do well in sunny spots and do well with Petunias, Pansies and
Busy Lizzies. Trailing Lobelia planted at the edge will cascade down to the
ground - plants are sold in blue, red or white and dark or light shades. In
a sheltered spot outside they can be started off in May and will provide a
constant display until the end of October.
Fuschias are excellent for shady areas and will reward with tumbling flowers
from the weeping branches like so many ballerinas.
A Begonia corm brought into growth indoors (say in April) will be ready to pot
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up in May with shades of red, yellow and white to suit one’s colour scheme.
Most of the herbs can be grown in pots and indeed the seed can be planted
in the early Spring to provide fresh flavours throughout the year. A stone
trough or old sink can make a perfect setting for a herb garden and is both
decorative and useful for the kitchen. Our one is planted with Bay, Rosemary,
Marjoram, Mint, Thyme, Camomile and Chives, also just for fun we have
a Curry plant. The mixture is optional to suit one’s taste. We keep the Mint
confined within a pot in the container as it can takeover if allowed. It needs
very little attention and gives us herbs the year round. The same can be
achieved with individual smaller pots - many supermarkets sell fresh potted
herbs which will enjoy repotting. Often used subjects such as Parsley can
expand to two or more pots to allow for recovery after picking. Most herbs
can be grown from seed and many are hardy. Others such as Dill are annuals.
We also have a Fig tree on our terrace which is productive and looks good.
It can winter in a green house or conservatory but is hardy enough to survive
our worst winters, however if sheltered and then brought out in Spring it will
provide early fruit.
Most of the pot plants mentioned can be over wintered or propagated from
cuttings. My Begonia corms started off at about 1 1/2 inches in diameter.
After a few years of growing in good compost they are 6-7 inches across
and give a magnificent show. Each Autumn we dry them off in a cool dry
place and each Spring they are ready to go. Geraniums and Fuschias are
particularly easy to grow from cuttings and small stems in a 3 inch pot (say
3 to a pot) will survive on a window sill and be ready to pot on in Spring.
Other subjects which do well
are Strawberries, Tomatoes and
Courgettes.
Pots can be moved to make the
best composition so one need
never tire of them and the reward
is both beauty and productivity
which can transform any small
area into a pleasing garden.
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POP IDOL’S ‘MR NASTY’
Pop Idol’s ‘Mr Nasty’ Shows His Nice Side !
We received this from Animal Aid and thought our readers would like to
share this.
Pop Idol’s ‘Mr Nasty’, Simon Cowell, has finally revealed that he does in
fact have a soft side! He says that he loves animals!
Animal Aid, the UK’s largest animal rights group, approached Simon after
reading a magazine article in which he voiced strong opposition to animal
cruelty. He agreed to take the ‘Veggie Pledge’, which involved giving up meat
for a week during Animal Aid’s ‘Veggie Month’. This celebration of the moral
and health benefits of vegetarianism, is staged annually throughout March.
The scourge of wannabe pop stars said that going veggie was easier than
he’d imagined. In line with the large body of research demonstrating the
health advantages of a veggie diet, Simon said of his meat-free week “1
feel better than I have done in a long time.” He pledged to eat a lot more
veggie meals in future.
The executive producer of Pop Idol winner, Will Young, further undermined
his Mr Nasty image by posing cheek to cheek for photographs with Lewis,
a big eyed dog who was rescued recently from an animal pound.
Simon’s concern for animals began as a child when he was surrounded by
dogs and he claims, “You will never find anyone on earth more loyal than
a dog.” However, he does not currently live with any animals, as his work
commitments are too great. He would like a rat, though, because of the bad
press they suffer being treated as unredeemable ‘underdogs.’
According to Simon, there is not much of a following for vegetarianism within
the music industry. He puts this down to the hectic lifestyle and lack of easy
availability of veggie food. But he believes this is changing, with canteens
increasingly offering more vegetarian options.
Animal Aid campaigner, Becky Lilly, who interviewed Simon at his BMG
office, said of her experience with the notorious impresario “I hope Simon
doesn’t mind me saying this, but during our meeting he certainly didn’t
live up to the Mr Nasty image. His concern about animal cruelty is clearly
genuine and he was obviously taken with Lewis the rescue dog, with whom
he quickly bonded.”
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DOWNING STREET VISIT
Genetic Disorder Group Visit Downing Street
A representative group of sufferers of the genetic condition Tuberous Sclerosis
(TS) and their families from around the United Kingdom visited No 10
Downing Street for a meeting over tea hosted by Cherie Booth QC.
The occasion marked the 25th anniversary year of the Tuberous Sclerosis
Association, a charity which supports those with TS and helps fund vitally
necessary medical research into the condition.
Although first identified in 1880, Tuberous Sclerosis was only comparatively
recently recognised as a common condition that can affect any newborn child.
It is caused by faulty genes and is named after the tuber-like tumours that,
from birth, can grow and harden anywhere in the body. Other symptoms
can include uncontrollable epilepsy, the rage of autism and severe learning
disability.
T S affects I in 6,000 of the global population and there are 10,000 sufferers
in the UK alone – which means that TS is more common than many conditions
routinely tested for in pregnancy. Three-quarters of babies with TS are born
to parents with no medical history of the disease.
Members of the group visiting No 10 had the opportunity to brief Cherie
Booth about both the tragic impact of TS and the scientific progress that is
being made to learn more about the faulty genes which cause the condition
and to help relieve its severe physical effects.
Thanking Cherie Booth for her sympathy and hospitality in meeting members
of the Tuberous Sclerosis Association and hearing about its work in supporting
sufferers and their families, the TSA Chairman, Mrs Maureen Algie, said:
“Tuberous Sclerosis devastates so many young lives and too many young lives
are lost to the condition. We need to raise awareness and promote research
so that the lives of those suffering so terribly can be improved. Understanding
the condition will help the unborn children of tomorrow.
Only by raising public awareness can we help pay for this desperately needed
research into the life sentence that is Tuberous Sclerosis.”
For further information contact:
Anne Carter – Press & Publicity Officer, Tuberous Sclerosis Association
127 Boxley Drive, West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 7GN, England.
Tel/Fax: 0115 923 4301. E-mail: appeals@tuberous-sclerosis.org
website: www.tuberous-sclerosis org
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STADIUM GO-AHEAD
Stadium Go-Ahead
‘An Animal Welfare Disaster’
Vide Advocates For Animals. Edinburgh.
Animal campaigners were
saddened at the news that East
Lothian councillors had voted
to give a controversial new
greyhound racing stadium the
go-ahead. Advocates had been
working with local campaigners
and various greyhound charities,
which have to deal with the many
cruelty cases associated with the
greyhound racing industry, in
opposing the plan.
Advocates organised a photocall
for the press outside the council
offices the day before the
decision. Along with three rescued
greyhounds, Advocates’ committee
member, the Duchess of Hamilton,
also lent her support on the day.
Our concerns that Scotland will now become a dumping ground for injured
and unwanted dogs. In response to criticism from animal campaigners, the
stadium’s backers announced proposals for a ‘luxury’ retirement home for
ex-racers. However, these plans have so far not materialised and have been
branded unrealistic and no more than a PR exercise. It has been estimated
that greyhounds running on British tracks sustain over 12,000 injuries every
year. In addition, tens of thousands of dogs are disposed of every year by
the industry, either because they fail to make the grade as racers or because
their racing days are over. The average age of these dogs is only about 3
years. Many of them suffer cruel fates. The new stadium in East Lothian will
only add to these problems. Despite planning approval for the stadium having
been granted, the entire development depends on several business outlets
being sold - meaning that final approval for the overall development could
take same time, Advocates will continue to monitor the situation and, for the
sake of the dogs, continue to strenuously oppose the stadium.
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Cauldron Foods
Organic Pâté Goes Moroccan
Organic Moroccan Chickpea Pâté is the latest
savour y delight from Cauldron Foods, the
specialist food company that only uses vegetables,
inspired by the spices and flavours of Southern
Mediterranean cuisine.
In this new pâté, chickpeas are combined
with natural yoghurt and tomato purée and
enhanced with coriander, cumin, chilli, paprika and
cinnamon, then slightly sweetened with apricot.
Serving suggestions include using the pâté as a dip for crudities, enjoyed
with warmed pitta bread, or as a jacket potato filling with sour cream.
Organic Moroccan Chickpea Pâté is naturally GM-free and carries the
Vegetarian Society’s symbol of approval. It is available from the chiller
cabinets of major supermarkets and health food stores at the recommended
retail price of £1.49.

Christmas Pudding For All Tastes
As the world’s largest manufacturer of Christmas
Puddings, Matthew Walker boasts a recipe to
tempt every taste - richly fruited puddings, Organic
recipe puddings, as well as luxury puddings laced
with either brandy, sherry, rum or cider, or a
combination of all four.
New for 2002 is the Duchy Originals Pudding
(Organic) and the Luxury Light & Buttery Pudding.
The Duchy Originals is a traditional luxury pudding
made with plump organic vine fruits, walnuts, sweet almonds, seasonal spices,
cognac (4%) and traditional light ale (12½%). This 454g pudding comes in
sophisticated black and gold packaging and features the Duchy of Cornwall
(HRH The Prince of Wales) coat of arms. Available in size 454g.
The Luxury Light & Buttery Pudding as its name suggests, is a lighter eating
recipe to suit modern tastes and contains 16.5% raisins and 16.5% sultanas
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as well as butter, brandy, orange and lemon peel, almonds, sherry, glace
cherries and mixed spice. The distinctive metallic purple foil wrap catches the
eye and highlights the home-made taste. It is available in 454g and 907g sizes.
These days it is much more simple and easier to buy the puddings ready
made, which can be microwaved in minutes. Of course if you don’t have a
microwave, the pudding can be steamed according to instructions.
All Matthew Walker Puddings are suitable for vegetarians and available from
all major supermarkets and independent quality grocers.

Book Review
What Works What Doesn’t
By Pat Thomas.
The Guide to Alternative Healthcare.
Would you give your child an antibiotic that had
not been tested? Would you take a drug that had
not been put through clinical trials?
Pat Thomas, in her latest ground breaking title,
dispels the myths surrounding alternative healthcare and presents us with
the definitive guide. She discusses all major healthcare from Acupuncture
to Yoga and gives us the material we need to make an informed choice.
Disappointment with conventional healthcare has led to an unprecedented
interest in natural alternatives. At the same time, holistic medicine and
therapies have aggressively marketed themselves as safe and effective,
and most of the time this is the case. But enthusiasm for alternatives is not
always justified – not every therapy can cure every ill, not every supplement
enhances health.
What Works, What Doesn’t is based on the hundreds of medical and
scientific studies done every year on the efficiency of practices such as herbs,
homeopathy, massage and essential oils.
Published by Newleaf, an imprint of Gill & Macmillan. Price £12.99 plus
P&P £1.50. Available from JVS.
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Book Review
‘The Way Of Tea’
By Master Lam Kam Chuen.
The Sublime Art Of Oriental Tea Drinking
Tea is one of the most popular and refreshing
beverages in the world, but do you ever think about
the history behind your cup of tea or how it was
grown and prepared?
In ‘The Way of Tea’, Master Lam bring to life the tales
of this ancient, celebrated Chinese drink, revealing
who discovered tea, how the different varieties
earned their names and how tea culture spread throughout the world.
The book is in 4 sections, (1) Tea Story, (2) Cultivating Tea, (3) Tea Time, and
(4) Healing Teas, as well as focusing on six types of tea, namely: Green,
Light Green, Yellow, Red, White and Black. Why not:
Rediscover the simple art of relaxing with a cup of tea
*
*
*
*

Discover the subtle tastes and delicate aromas of different teas.
Follow the intricate history of tea from 2700BC to present day
Uncover the healing properties of tea with up-to-date scientific research
Treat common ailments with one of 20 traditional healing tea recipes.

Published by Gala Books Ltd. Price £12.99. plus P&P £1. 50.
Available from J.V.S.

‘Now’s your chance to stretch your legs and enjoy the scenery!
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SEMI-DISPLAY & CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Please Mention “The J ewish Vegetarian” when replying to adverts
Pre-payment only.
Rates:- UK:
20p per word (minimum £2.00)
			
Semi‑display £5.00 per single inch
			
Box Number £1.00 extra
		
USA: 30 cents per word (minimum $4.00)
			
Semi‑display $8.00 per single inch
			
Box Numbers $3.00 extra.
To: The Jewish Vegetarian, 853/855 Finchley Road, London NW11 8LX, England.

HOLIDAYS
Israel. Galilee mountains. Vegetarian
Bed and Breakfast in beautiful,
peaceful, friendly atmosphere.
Vegetarian restaurants in village
which overlooks the Sea of Galilee.
English spoken.
Phillip Campbell, Amirim
Village, near Carmiel and Safed,
Galiliee 20115.
Tel/fax: 04-6989045.

plas madoc vegetarian
guesthouse
60 Church Walks, Llandudno,
North Wales LL30 3HL.
Tel: 01492 876514
E-mail: Plasmadoc@vegetarianguesthouse.com

All rooms en-suite.
Organic produce used.
Non-smoking. Licensed.

Blackpool W ildlife Hotel, 100%
Vegetarian and Vegan. Special diets
catered for (non-meat). No Smoking.
All rooms en-suite. Two minutes
Promenade and amenities. Good
food and cleanliness assured.
For further details please phone
Audrey, Tel: 01253 346143.

D evon , Dartmoor (Lydford). S/C
for N/S visitors in bungalow in
nature reserve (Vegfam’s headquarters). S.A.E. to “The Sanctuary”
Nr. Lydford, Okehampton EX20
4AL. Tel/Fax: 01822 820203.
£10 per night or £49 per week per
person. Reductions for children.

London B & B in comfortable friendly
home. Garden overlooking park. No
smoking. Five minutes walk Finchley
Central Underground Station.
Please telephone Dora on 020 8346 0246.

Distributors wanted in all areas, to
promote and sell our “Kosher” approved
Aloe Vera. We offer all the benefits
of franchise without the large outlay.
Opportunities include excellent income
ravel plan. Phone John Neville on
01908 671641
or 07860 391465.
Web page: www.aloevera-flp.co.uk
New for the USA
www.teamflp.com/jonathan
Order online or join us as an agent

Bates

method for natural vision
improvement and relaxation.

AlexanderTechnique.

Details of lessons and courses.
Golders Green & Old Street.
David Glassman, 020 8455 1317.
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MH

Cornwall lizard peninsula. the croft,
offers magnificent sea views from all
rooms. Terraced garden bordered by
SW Coastal Footpath, stream and
cliff edge. Sandy beach. Exclusively
vegetarian/vegan and non-smoking.
Home cooking, including the bread!
Twin en-suite accommodation. Parking.
OS ref: SW 783187. For brochure:
Tel: Peter Chèze-Brown 01326 280387
E-mail: chezebrown@m-b-t.co.uk
The Croft, Coverack, Cor nwall
TR12 6TF, England.

arlborough
ouse

Bath’s Finest Vegetarian
Guesthouse

1 Marlborugh Lane Bath, BA1 2NQ
Tel: 01225 318 175 Fax: 01225 466 127

Enchanting & elegant small hotel in
the heart of central Bath. Exquisitely
furnished, ensuite rooms. Specializing
in organic world cuisine.
Winter Breaks: B&B for two: £65-£75
Dinner, B&B for two: £100
Veggie New Year: 2 nights/Dinners: £300

Tekels Park Vegetarian Guest House,
Camberley, Surrey. Tel: 01276
23159. Send SAE for further details
and special Winter mid‑week breaks.

Jewish Male
Vegetarian Pacifist, 55, 5’9’’
140lbs. Lover of the outdoors,
nature and animals in search of
a female 35-45 who has a kind
heart and gentle soul for love,
marriage and children. Young
children accepted. Box: 200

CLARIDGE HOUSE
Centre for Healing, Rest and Renewal
Registered Charity No: 228102

Close to the city Centre

• Warm, peaceful welcome
• Delicious vegetarian food. Non-smoking
• Convenient for Surrey/Sussex
and Kent countryside

Non-Smoking
En-Suite Rooms
Vegetarian & Vegan B&B
ETC 3 Diamonds

Weekend Courses/Midweek Breaks
Mon-Fri £140 (full board)
Telephone for full details and course programme

Green Tourism Award

132 Cotham Brow, Cotham,
BRISTOL BS6 6AE
Tel & Fax: 0117 924 7398
ml@arches-hotel.co.uk
www.arches-hotel.co.uk

Claridge House, Dormans Road,
Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6QH
Telephone: 01342 832150 Fax: 01342 836730
Email: welcome@ClaridgeHouse.freeserve.co.uk
Website: www.ClaridgeHouse.freeserve.co.uk
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St CHRISTOPHER

Lakeland
Natural
Vegetarian
Guesthouse

A SCHOOL WHICH ENCOURAGES INDIVIDUAL
FULFILMENT

At St Christopher School we teach girls and boys to
value their own efforts and achievements and those
of others. Our approach encourages self-confidence
and brings out the best in both the moderately able
and intellectually outstanding. We develop individual
talents in a wide range of courses leading to 21 AS
and A Levels.
Our many day pupils benefit from being part of a
full boarding community with an extensive activities
programme. Local parents can join in many aspects
of School life.
The School has been co-educational and vegetarian
since 1915. Our campus has the informal atmosphere
of a friendly village with many fine facilites including a
purpose built theatre and a new 25m indoor swimming
pool.
We are a family school – girls and boys can enter from
age 2½ upward and there is then no barrier to Senior
School entry. If you think your child might benefit, please
phone for a personal tour or for more details.

Low Slack
Queens Road
Kendal
LA9 4AH

Enjoy our luxurious Victorian home set in
lovely gardens with adjoining woodland walks.
Kendal town centre only 5 minutes walk away.
Safe parking. All en-suite. Non-smoking.
Licensed.

Contact us for a brochure.

Tel and Fax: 01539 733 011

Full and weekly boarding from age 8

Email: relax@lakelandnatural.co.uk

Main entry: 8, 9, 11 and 13 Direct entry possible to our lively Sixth Form

www.lakelandnatural.co.uk

ST CHRISTOPHER SCHOOL
Letchworth, Herts SG6 3JZ
tel: 01462 679301 fax: 01462 481578
email: stchris.admin@rmplc.co.uk web: ww.stchris.co.uk
1 mile from A1 (M), 35 minutes from Kings Cross.
The School is an Educational Charity which aims to treat all
children as individuals and to develop their proper self confidence.

Also Waterside Wholefoods
Vegetarian Cafe and Shop
Outside Catering Specialist
Kent View Waterside Kendal
LA9 4DZ Tel 01539 729 743
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